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For axles and heavy equipment: when protection can look so goodFor axles and heavy equipment: when protection can look so good

Looking for dependble and reliable 
coatings protection? NCP’s commercial, 
industrial and OEM primers and topcoats 
have been the mammoth choice of 
product leaders for decades. 

Get it from DynaMatch®, NCP’s coating 
product line for axles and heavy equipment.

DynaMatch coatings benefit from the 
experience of over 70 years of coating 
invention, development and application.

And while there is a formula for every 
coating, discover the NCP difference: an 
engaged technical support team to help you 
deliver the best product to your customers.

AXLES & HEAVY EQUIPMENT



PRIMERS

Water-Reducible Primers 
N-5570N
The industry workhorse, N-5570N is a high performance low-
VOC, HAP-free water-reducible primer exhibiting fast curing 
characteristics. Spray or dip applied. It is designed to be 
applied to mild steel and cast steel substrates where excellent 
early moisture and corrosion resistance is required.
VOC 1.61 lbs/gal

N-8584 
N-8584 is a high performance low-VOC, HAP-free water-
reducible primer exhibiting fast curing characteristics. Spray 
applied, it builds wet/dry film easier forhigher mils where 
increased performance is desired. It is designed to be applied 
to mild steel and cast steel substrates where excellent early 
moisture and corrosion resistance is required.
VOC 1.71 lbs/gal

Water-Reducible Force-Dry Primer 
N-6888 
N-6888 is a flat sheen, black, water-reducible primer designed 
to be dip applied. It has excellent stability in dip tanks with 
uniform flow and coverage over large pieces of steel. The flat 
sheen masks any telegraphing of residue from pre-treat wash/
rinse systems.
VOC 2.64 lbs/gal

Epoxy Primers 
N-9390 A/B
N-9390A/B DR is a low VOC, HAP-free lead- and chromate-free 
black epoxy primer. It is suitable for properly prepared ferrous and 
nonferrous substrates, providing superior corrosion resistance 
when used as part of a recommended OEM paint system.
VOC 2.8 lbs/gal

TOPCOAT
N-10030A/N-8959B 
Fortop-of-the-product-line durability, NCP’s direct-to-metal 
(DTM) topcoat, N-10030A/N-8959B, is a low VOC, HAP-free, 
lead- and chromate- free black* epoxy. High gloss, it is suitable 
for properly prepared ferrous and nonferrous substrates that 
are not exposed to direct sunlight. It has superior corrosion 
resistance when used as part of an OEM paint system.
* This topcoat can be RAL color-matched
< 3.0 lbs./gallon mixed


